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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we analyse web log data from user trials of the 
WHURLE-LS adaptive educational hypermedia (AEH) system 
from a behavioural perspective. This system allows users to 
switch from one presentational mode to another (visual, verbal or 
neutral), and this paper investigates users’ choice of mode as they 
interacted with the system. We present the main findings of the 
browsing behaviours within the framework of rational choice 
theory, and discuss why and when switching might have occurred.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.5.4 [Information interfaces and presentation]: 
Hypertext/Hypermedia - navigation, user issues.  

General Terms 
Measurement, Economics, Experimentation, Human Factors, 
Theory. 

Keywords 
Browsing, learning styles, rational choice theory, bounded 
rationality, expected user behaviour, mode switching. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The personalisation of websites has become increasingly popular 
in the last few years, with the advent of Web 2.0 technologies and 
an emphasis on giving control to the user. Educational web 
applications are no different, with many hypertext researchers 
investigating how best to integrate user modelling/profiling into 
their systems, often referred to as AEH (adaptive educational 

hypermedia). This is a very diverse area, with work being carried 
out by cross-disciplinary groups all over the world. The 
researchers may have a computing/mathematical orientation, a 
psychological one or an educational one (or sometimes all three – 
or more). It is clear then, that this body of research encompasses 
many different aspects of personalisation, not all addressing the 
same issues, and not always leading to generally accepted 
insights.  There is not even a communis opinio whether 
personalisation is desirable; and there is a paucity of published 
evidence of statistically significant effects of personalisation. 

In much of the published work, researchers attempt to integrate 
psychological theories into the user models within their systems, 
and then investigate how users are affected. For example, users 
might be studied by quantitatively assessing knowledge gained 
through their use of the system [3], or by evaluating the learning 
experience by analysing explicit user feedback [4]. 

This paper contrasts markedly from these others, since it examines 
anonymous web log data as a form of implicit user feedback. 
Research into user behaviour on the web tends to concentrate on 
comparisons between users’ actions and published models of data 
exploration or searching (for example, [5] and [11]) or by looking 
at the structure of web sites and their influence on browsing 
behaviour [8]. This paper moves away from this, by analysing 
anonymous web log data taken only from a particular e-learning 
system rather than the web itself. There was no individual user 
tracking because we wanted to create an objective methodology 
for the generic analysis of log data. Consequently, there were also 
no direct observations, nor interviews with users. The main source 
of data was from web log files. This information has a complex 
structure and can be analysed from a number of different, 
complementary and interlinked perspectives – by looking at 
sessions, by looking at pages accessed, by looking at sequences of 
navigational and mode choices, etc. Our analyses uncover some 
intriguing insights about how users interacted with the system.  

The e-learning system that we focus on allowed users complete 
control over the mode of information presentation (visual, verbal 
or neutral) including the possibility to switch between modes at 
any moment during a session. We attempt to explain the choice of 
mode and mode-switching of the group of anonymous users, using 
a framework of expected user behaviour based upon decisions 
bound by Rational Choice Theory (RCT) [16]. Additionally, 
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though this work could be viewed from an AEH perspective, its 
conclusions can be applied much more generally, and form the 
basis of some fascinating findings. 

2. BACKGROUND TO THE WORK 
2.1 Overview of AEH systems 
Most adaptive educational hypermedia (AEH) systems selectively 
present to users either the content or navigational structure (or 
both), where the selection is usually pre-determined by a set of 
rules or limitations set by the user model that is implemented in 
the system. Information about the user is gathered beforehand, so 
that users are presented with information or information structures 
matched to their user profile. 

There is much diversity amongst user models, however most 
published models base their user information on measurable 
factors such as pre-existing domain-specific knowledge/ability 
and/or psychological constructs such as preferred learning style. 

2.2 Learning styles and information 
processing 
The use of learning styles as a method of personalisation in AEH 
systems has become increasingly popular over the last few years. 
It is intended as a means of differentiating learning material to 
cater for a variety of different types of user, all with varied 
backgrounds, motivations and goals.  

Many system architectures base their user profiles on models of 
cognitive processing, and the way in which information is 
presented to the user. These are usually referred to as ‘learning 
styles’ or ‘cognitive styles’. Although there is some controversy 
over the benefits of using such models [3, 6, 7], this does not form 
the main focus of this paper. Instead, we are interested in how 
users choose to interact with information when it is presented to 
them in different learning style modes.  

The modes studied in this research address the difference between 
visual and verbal learning styles, based on the work of Felder and 
Silverman [9].  A visual learning style is where a user prefers to 
receive or process information in the form of photographs, 
diagrams, graphs, charts or basic animations. The concepts are 
presented in a primarily visual manner, with maybe some 
supporting text, such as a captioned image. Students with a 
learning style preference for verbal information tend to choose 
material presented in a textual fashion over pictorial 
representations; however the text might be either written words or 
spoken. A verbal representation does not necessarily preclude the 
use of an image, but it would then be used in a supportive role, 
rather than containing the main representation of information. The 
difference between visual and verbal learning styles can be 
likened to the difference between an encyclopaedia of histology 
(where images form the main representation of information, 
supported by text) compared to a textbook, where the information 
is contained in a primarily textual manner, supported by images. 
Students that have no preference for either visual or verbal 
learning style have a much more balanced approach to 
information processing and where possible, tend to choose 
material that has a mixture of both visual and textual information. 

2.3 WHURLE-LS 
WHURLE (Web-based Hierarchical Universal Reactive Learning 
Environment) is an XML-based framework for delivering 

adaptive hypermedia over the web; it does not contain a particular 
user model as such but it has the capability to integrate one (see 
[2], [12] and [17] for further information). WHURLE-LS is the 
version of WHURLE that specifically utilises learning styles as its 
user model. The only learning style that has been employed thus 
far is based on the visual-verbal differentiation provided by the 
Felder-Silverman model. 

The WHURLE-LS architecture contains both content (in the form 
of ‘chunks’ of information) and a lesson plan. The lesson plan 
determines which chunks are available to which learning style 
mode. Chunks are selectively transcluded according to the rules in 
the lesson plan before being presented to the user. Three modes 
are catered for: visual, verbal and neutral (no preference) which 
are designed to provide the same informational content, although 
in different forms.  

The interface for WHURLE-LS is slightly different from previous 
WHURLE versions, although it incorporates many of the most 
important older features. The system navigation is served by 2 
menu bars: a horizontal one at the top of each page, and a vertical 
one on the left of each page (see Figure 1).  

The horizontal navigation bar contains a “home” button to return 
to the start page; an “aims” button, which details the course 
objectives; a “resources” button to direct users to further reading 
and an “info” button that tells users briefly about the system and 
the content author/s.  The vertical navigation bar contains the 
revision topics that users can browse through; each topic consists 
of several pages, which are accessed in a linear fashion with no 
cross-links to other pages. Once users access page 1 of a topic, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Screenshot of WHURLE-LS  
showing aspects of the redesigned interface 
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they can either go to page 2, or back up to the main topic listing. 
If the user goes onto page 2, they can either go on to page 3, back 
to page 1, or back up to the main topic listing. 

At the top of the page, at the right-hand side of the main title 
frame, there is the capability to switch modes. If a user enters the 
system in the visual mode, the system displays the text “Currently 
using the visual system”, followed underneath by “Switch to the 
verbal system or the neutral system”. The words in bold can be 
clicked upon, thus invoking the mode change and resultant page 
refresh (the text is updated to reflect any change in mode). This 
switching capability is continuously available at the top of the 
screen regardless of where the user is in the system. Figures 2, 3 
and 4 are screenshots of the same page, but viewed in alternate 
modes to illustrate the presentational difference between them. 
 

 

Figure 2. Screenshot of page 4 in topic 4  
presented in visual mode 

 

 

Figure 3. Screenshot of page 4 in topic 4  
presented in neutral mode 

 

Figure 4. Screenshot of page 4 in topic 4  
presented in verbal mode 

 

2.3.1 User trials – phase 1 (May 2005) 
In a previous user trial with WHURLE-LS, students at the 
University of Nottingham were given access to a revision guide 
for a taught module, “The Internet and World Wide Web”.  This 
was a 10 credit module that covered topics relating to the history 
and development of the World Wide Web (for example: early 
hypertext systems; SGML, XML and metadata; active and 
dynamic content; social and legal issues; usability; and Internet 
security). The revision guide consisted of 6 units, each split into a 
number of pages. On each page was some factual information 
relating to the concepts of that unit, presented in one of three 
ways: mostly visually, mostly verbally or a mixture of both 
(fulfilling the needs of students with a “no preference” or 
“neutral” learning style).  

Users’ learning styles were measured using a modified version of 
the Felder-Soloman Index of Learning Styles questionnaire [10] 
and their preferences were stored in a database. The users were 
then assigned into an experimental condition of presentation 
(verbal, visual, neutral) that either positively matched their 
preference, or conflicted with it, or was neutral-compatible to 
their preference. Interactions with the system were individually 
tracked via a logging-in mechanism that created a persistent user 
ID in every session.  

The study investigated the academic performance of users from 
the different experimental groups to determine if learning was 
made more effective by matching users’ learning styles to the 
mode of information on-screen. The results did not suggest that 
there was any benefit to matching learning style to mode of 
information presentation, being mismatched did not result in any 
discernable disadvantage [3]. 

In the qualitative evaluation of the user trial, one of the criticisms 
made by the users was the lack of personal control over the mode 
used to present the content – nearly all those who responded to a 
feedback questionnaire stated that they wished to have overall 
control, rather than the system [4]. User control has long been an 
important aspect of human-computer interaction and so this 
viewpoint came as no surprise. 



As a result of this evaluation, a new user trial was planned, that 
would investigate the effect of user control over the presentational 
mode.  

2.3.2 User trials – phase 2 (May 2006) 
In this next study, it was decided to assess how users would 
interact with WHURLE-LS if they could choose the mode of 
information presentation. The content of the system was kept the 
same. However, the original Phase 1 interface was modified 
slightly to include links to different presentation modes, so that 
the mode of a page could be switched at will between three 
possibilities: visual, verbal, and neutral. This was a distinct 
change from the previous user trial, where users had no control 
over the mode of information presented to them. Individual user 
tracking would not be a feature of these user trials; rather, users 
would be briefed on the system and the different modes, and then 
given completely free access without having to log in every time. 
This was done to encourage usage of the system, and also to 
reassure students that they could engage with the system in 
complete anonymity. The content was kept the same as for the 
Phase 1 user trials, i.e. 6 topics each consisting of between 6 and 
10 pages. 

Academic performance was not the factor under investigation this 
time (that would have required user tracking); rather, the authors 
wanted to see how users interact with an adaptive system – if 
there would emerge a preferred mode, or if users switched modes, 
and if so, what kind of switching did they do? The mode choice 
and mode switching of our users could tell us a lot about how they 
interacted with the system, and also give us implicit information 
about their perceptions of learning style modes as a means of 
personalisation. 

The rest of this paper presents the Phase 2 user trial in more 
detail, examining the data gathered and discussing what the 
results might signify. 

3. OBSERVATIONAL DESIGN 
The user trial was carried out with 144 undergraduate and 
postgraduate students studying for a taught module offered by the 
School of Computer Science & IT at the University of 
Nottingham. They were given the opportunity to use the same 
revision guide, presented in the WHURLE-LS framework, as their 
predecessors studying for the same module in the previous year 
(the Phase 1 study). However, as already mentioned, the students 
were not tracked individually and the mode of information 
presentation in the revision guide could be changed at any time by 
the user. Students were given an introduction to the revision guide 
by the researcher and told about the different modes of 
presentation and the way in which they were to be used. The 
different learning styles were explained in detail, with users being 
prompted to choose the learning environment that best matched 
their preferred learning style at that time. They were also told that 
they could switch between different modes at will, to a different 
presentational style. 

The decision not to track users was an important one, and a 
particular strength of this study since it shows a pioneering 
technique that could be used to analyse most web log data, and 
indeed other forms of click-stream data. This is only possible 
because identity isn’t tracked; in addition, such information often 
isn’t available (and even if it is available, may be sometimes 
unreliable). This kind of data is much more ‘real’ than that 

gleaned from artificial/experimental situations, and could even be 
said to mimic naturally-occurring populations. 

The user trial was carried out over a period of 2 weeks, leading up 
to the module exam. 

Over this time period, web log data were collected. Each log entry 
shows the page in the system accessed by the user, and its mode 
(visual, neutral or verbal). The entries were sorted into sessions to 
enable analysis of user interactions. Log entries belonged to a 
single session if the IP address was the same for a specific time 
frame: separate entries occurring within an hour of each other. 
Although this procedure may generate some slippage in the 
identification of single-user browsing sessions, it seems 
reasonable and was applied consistently throughout.  

For each session, the log thus consists of the sequence of pages 
accessed and the mode in which each was accessed. During a 
session a single page can have been accessed several times – with 
or without change of presentation mode – and each of these 
occasions is logged.  

Towards the end of the study, users were offered the chance to 
participate in a multiple-choice quiz, which was marked 
automatically and gave instant feedback. Users taking part in the 
quiz were also asked to give feedback about the system via a 
separate set of questions at the end of the quiz. 

The nature of the data does not give a complete picture of the 
users’ activities during each browsing session. They could have 
been using other applications in between pages loading (such as 
checking email or using instant messaging); or printing off each 
page of information without reading it; or they could have been 
chatting to friends nearby. Hence it is extremely difficult to 
ascertain how much of the browsing session was actually spent 
reading or interacting with information on screen. Because of this 
limitation, we cannot conduct for example, time series analyses, 
or carry out any kind of precise analysis of time spent on specific 
activities. This kind of information could only be gained through 
a different kind of design, with users being observed in a 
laboratory situation, or at the very least, having browsing 
behaviour recorded with screen capture software. Moreover, 
because of the absence of user tracking it is impossible to trace 
user behaviour across a series of sessions; it is not possible to 
ascertain whether a session is the first session of a given user, or 
his/her second or later session.  

4. USER BROWSING BEHAVIOUR 
4.1 Introduction 
There are certain things that we know about people who browse 
the web. There are certain things that we know about common 
behaviours of people who browse the web.  In many cases they 
tend to be working towards some goal - for example, booking a 
flight or finding out some new information. Such people usually 
want to achieve their goal as quickly as possible, and in the most 
effective manner. In a very general fashion, these are the 
foundational tenets of rational choice theory (see below). How 
can we use these assumptions to predict how typical students 
would interact with the revision guide, when they were allowed 
free reign with the mode of information presentation? What kinds 
of browsing behaviour would we expect to see and why? We have 
used rational choice theory as the basis for suggesting how users 



could be expected to interact with the revision guide, and as a 
framework for theorising what kinds of choices they would make. 

4.2 Rational choice theory  
Rational choice theory states that individuals behave in an optimal 
fashion, according to their preferences/goals and set of actions 
available to them [1]. Utility maximisation is at the core of this, 
where the individual chooses actions that will yield the greatest 
output [15].  

However, according to Simon [16], “rationality fixes attention on 
particular goals, usually until these are satisfied, but shifts 
attention to other goals when they become more pressing… So 
rationality is not just a cognitive function, but depends on 
motivation and emotion to control attention”.  

So, it seems as though individuals will not always make rational 
choices; people will be limited by other factors such as time and 
cognitive capability. Individuals will also have their own schemas 
– their own mental models about how the world works. With 
these factors in mind, it seems better to look at bounded 
rationality as a more precise theoretical framework to underpin 
our expectations of user behaviour. 

In bounded rationality, rational choice is influenced by the 
processes leading up to it [16]. The two major causes of bounded 
rationality are the limitations of the human mind, and the structure 
within which the mind operates [14]. From this, we have a guided 
paradigm of expectations, where user behaviour can be triggered 
and explained by certain events. 

4.3  Expected browsing behaviour 
From first principles, several different kinds of mode choice 
behaviour were expected amongst users. These expectations are 
detailed below: 

• Choice of mode is driven by user characteristics: people 
have different learning style preferences, i.e., different 
preferences for presentational modes. The cost of briefly 
experimenting with each of the three modes is low, 
hence the differences in benefit will be immediately 
apparent and users will soon settle into their preferred 
mode. In the absence of identity tracking, this 
possibility would manifest itself in a preponderance of 
sessions in which a single mode is used exclusively. 

• Choice of mode is driven by content or page 
characteristics; for example, some topics lend 
themselves better to a visual mode, whilst others are 
more effective in a verbal one. Alternatively, the quality 
of implementation of the various modes may vary across 
pages, which will also generate page-related mode 
choices. This would manifest itself in different profiles 
of modes chosen when accessing different pages.  

• Choice of mode is driven by ‘completism’: users may 
not want to run the risk of missing anything at all (in 
rational choice terms, this is a ‘minimum regret’ 
strategy) and will therefore access each page in all 
modes available.  

• Choice of mode can be driven by a chance process, 
unconnected to characteristics of users or content. If so, 

we would expect mode choice and switching to be 
independent of such characteristics.  

5. DATA ANALYSIS 
The data is semi-hierarchical (individual accesses of pages being 
nested in sessions), allowing us to take different views in terms of 
units of analysis, of which we will focus on two: sessions and 
page types. Lack of individual user tracking has the consequent 
problem that some interpretations cannot be tested 
comprehensively, but what we can do is assess to what extent the 
observable implications of specific interpretations concord with 
the observed data.  

We wanted to find out what propels users to choose a mode and to 
switch modes – they have a choice over which mode to use, so 
what makes them switch? According to rational choice theory, 
there is effort involved in switching since the user must invest 
some time or thought in considering the benefits of switching. 
There are obviously a number of factors that could be contributing 
to switching behaviour and in the remainder of this paper we 
attempt to identify what these might be, and infer their importance 
to users. 

5.1 System usage 
Overall, 162 sessions were analysed, with an average of 28.7 
pages accessed per session (equating to an average of 1.13 
sessions per student, assuming 100% participation rate). There 
were some additional sessions that were excluded from the 
analysis: those consisting of 5 or fewer distinct pages were not 
counted since it was not felt that users properly interacted with the 
system (the smallest topic was 6 pages long). This set of criteria 
for excluding data is consistent with that used in the Phase 1 user 
trials.  

Of the 162 sessions, 79 did not exhibit any switching between 
presentational modes but the remaining 83 showed at least one 
mode switch during the session. Of the 83 “switching” sessions, 
the average number of mode switches was 4 (S.D. 11.5). The 
average length of time of a browsing session was 57 minutes, 
although information with respect to duration is difficult to 
interpret, as it is unknown for how much of this time people 
actually interacted with the system, rather than engaged in other 
activities. 

The study was carried out over a period of 15 days; however 
usage of the system was not at the same level throughout this 
time. The first third of the browsing sessions occurred over the 
first 10-11 days; the second third occurred over the next 3-4 days; 
and the final third took place over the last 12 hours. This increase 
in usage is not surprising since the period of study finished 
directly before the exam for this module. As a revision guide, 
students would be expected to make more use of it as they revise – 
which is typically done immediately before an exam. 

In the analyses below, the timing of the session was taken into 
consideration as a co-variant. Each session was classified into a 
time period (first, second or final third) and this was modelled as 
part of the data analysis.  

Data was analysed in SPSS, using a combination of ANOVA 
(Analysis of Variance), t-tests, Chi-square tests, correlations and 
regressions. 



5.2 Perspective of the individual session 
We start our analyses from the perspective of sessions, each of 
which can be characterised by a number of factors. Examples of 
these include: the number of different pages accessed – and the 
identity of those pages; the distribution of modes of presentation 
chosen by the user; and related to this, the number of mode 
switches. A first finding from this analysis is that the average 
number of pages accessed is considerably higher in the third 
period than in the first two (see Table 1), a difference that is 
significant at the level of p<0.10 (F=2.82, df=1).  

 

Table 1. Average number of pages per session and proportions 
of page modes across the three time periods 

Of non-switching sessions,  
proportion in  Time  

period 
No. of 
pages visual 

mode 
neutral 
mode 

verbal 
mode 

1  Mean 
            N=55 

23.4 0.427 0.331 0.241 

2 Mean 
            N=54 

27.2 0.328 0.383 0.289 

3 Mean 
            N=53 

35.7 0.326 0.443 0.231 

Total   Mean 
          N=162 

28.7 0.361 0.38 0.254 

 

As far as the non-switching sessions are concerned, the proportion 
of pages accessed in visual mode declines after the first time 
period. Conversely, the proportion of pages accessed in the 
neutral mode increases over time. Although these differences do 
not reach statistical significance (partly as a consequence of the 
limited number of cases in this perspective), they fit in with other 
findings that all suggest a small but distinct shift in usage patterns 
in the different time periods. There is a slight fluctuation in the 
proportion of verbal pages. 

Individual pages were grouped in the system into substantive 
topics. From page usage we can thus derive which topics were 
accessed. Across all sessions, users accessed the later topics 
progressively less often than the earlier ones (see Table 2). The 
proportion of all sessions in which topics were accessed was 
highest for topic 1 (0.91), whilst decreasing further down the 
topics to 0.40 for topic 6. The differences between these 
proportions for topic 1 versus topic 2 versus topics 3-6 are 
significant at the level of p<0.01 (t=6.78 for the first of these 
contrasts, and 3.91 for the second; df=161 in both cases).  

This progressive tailing-off of accessed topics suggests that users 
followed the order of topic presentation in their browsing, while 
either running out of time at the end (thus not browsing all topics) 
or using a strategic and satisficing approach to browsing (whereby 
some users think they have mastered enough material in order to 
pass the exam and hence does not need to study the remaining 
topics). 

In either case, the pattern displayed in Table 2 demonstrates the 
strength of order of presentation on behaviour, even if such an 
effect is actually not intended. 

 

Table 2. Proportion of sessions in which  
topics were accessed  

Topic: Frequency: 

1 0.91 

2 0.60 

3 0.42 

4 0.42 

5 0.40 

6 0.40 

 

As indicated above, no mode-switching occurred in 79 sessions, 
while such switches occurred once or more in the remaining 83 
sessions. What is it that drives this difference and that also 
accounts for the variation in the number of mode-switches that 
may occur? One possibility could be user characteristics: users 
with a strong preference for a particular mode (i.e. learning style) 
only use that mode, while the observed switches have to be 
accounted for by users without a strong preference for a learning 
style. As we cannot identify individual users, we have to test for 
this possibility in a different fashion. We do so by contrasting it 
with a quite different possibility, namely that switching is driven 
by an unchanging probability, unrelated to user preferences for 
learning styles. The latter proposition would lead us to expect that 
the number of switches is linearly related to the number of pages 
accessed during a session, whereas the former (the learning-style 
interpretation) should show no relationship between number of 
pages accessed and number of mode switches.  

The empirically observed relationship between number of pages 
accessed and number of mode switches is illustrated in the 
scatterplot displayed in Figure 5. This evidences a very clear and 
apparently linear relationship, which can be expressed in terms of 
a statistically significant Pearson’s product-moment correlation: 
r=0.865, n=162, p<0.01. This relationship is even stronger if the 2 
outlying cases (in the right-bottom corner of the graph) are 
removed. As doing so would not lead to different substantive 
conclusions, and in the absence of other indications of aberrance 
of these two cases, there is no compelling need to delete these two 
cases form the analysis. This finding contradicts the observable 
implication of an interpretation that mode-switching would be 
driven by learning styles.  

It was also found that the number of switches during a session 
increases with the number of different topics that are accessed 
during that session (r=0.345, N=162, p<0.01). The average 
number of topics accessed per session was 3.15 (across all 
sessions); in switched sessions it was 3.5 and in non-switched 
sessions it was 2.8. 



 

Figure 5. Scatterplot of number of pages accessed (horizontal 
axis) and number of mode-switches (vertical axis) 

 

We used multiple regression analyses in order to assess to which 
extent the effects of number of pages and number of topics are 
complementary, or overlapping. Additionally, regression allows 
us to determine whether any additional factors affect the extent of 
mode-switching. In view of the possibility that particular topics 
might lend themselves better (or worse) to particular modes of 
presentation, we therefore also tested whether accessing any of the 
particular topics was significantly related to the number of mode-
switches during a session.  

From a series of different regression analyses we learned that it 
was irrelevant which specific topics had been accessed in a 
session, but that only the number of different topics, and the total 
number of pages accessed have a significant effect on the number 
of mode-switches. The latter of these two independent variables is 
by far the stronger (and embodies almost 5 times the explanatory 
power of the number of topics). This simple and parsimonious 
explanation is very powerful, however, and accounts for 77% of 
the variation in the dependent variable (number of mode-
switches). These results are summarised in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Multiple regression analysis  
of number of mode-switches in a session 

Unstandardized 
coefficients 

Standardized 
coefficients  

B S.E. Beta 

t Sig. 

No. of 
pages 

0.301 0.014 0.974 21.513 0.000 

No. of 
topics 

-1.394 0.321 -0.197 -4.348 0.000 

Adjusted R2 = 0.77  

 

Table 3 shows, interestingly, that the regression coefficient of 
number of topics is negative, which indicates that the positive 
correlation with number of mode switches referred to earlier is 

spurious, and generated by a positive correlation (r=0.556, 
p<0.0005) between total number of pages accessed and the 
number of topics accessed. When controlling for the total number 
of pages, however, the independent effect of the number of topics 
is negative. This could be the results of users who have relatively 
little time available to browse the entire content of the system, and 
who, in order to do this as effectively as possible, stick to a single 
mode. The luxury of switching may be beyond the means of those 
who have very little time available, although we cannot 
definitively test this interpretation in the absence of tracked user 
identities.  

The most interesting result of the regression analyses, however, is 
the very strong impact of the number of pages accessed on the 
number of switches. This suggests – in combination with the non-
significance of a number of other variables that we tested – that 
the probability of switching is constant, and independent of user 
or page characteristics. This could be reflecting a process of 
relieving boredom after having browsed for some time (or for a 
certain number of pages) in a single specific mode.  

 

5.3 Perspective of the page type 
Pages within the WHURLE-LS system were categorised 
according to their structural typology, into hubs; start pages; 
sequence pages and terminus pages. A hub is a page that is 
universally accessible from any page in the system, such as those 
in the horizontal navigation bar; these did not form part of the 
content of the system. Start, sequence and terminus pages are 
content pages that form the first page of the topic, a middle page, 
or an end page respectively. A second typology was created that 
categorised pages according to which of the 6 substantive topics 
they where in. 

These two typologies were then used to ascertain whether they 
were related, and could thus help to explain differences in users 
choice of mode. These analyses hence explore whether it is 
something about the character of the content that is presented, that 
drives choice of presentational mode.  

In typology 1 (hub/start/sequence/terminus), there were no 
significant differences whatsoever in terms of how often they were 
accessed in one mode or another.  

In typology 2 (different topics), there were some significant, 
although relatively minor, differences. Table 4 displays how often 
sessions in which these topics were accessed were single-
presentation mode sessions (and if so, which mode) or mixed-
mode sessions. Visual only mode was least often chosen for topics 
3-6, whilst being most popular for topics 1 and 2. Verbal mode 
was most often chosen for topic 6, then 5 and 4, then 3, then 2 and 
1 (see Table 4 for details). 

There are at least 2 potential explanations for this: 

• There is something about the contents of these topics 
that makes verbal or visual modes more or less 
attractive to users. Thus, mode choice is related to page 
contents or other page characteristics. Yet, this 
interpretation is not compatible with the findings in our 
regression analyses (reported in section 5.2) that none 
of the topics had a significant effect on mode-switching. 

• The frequency of use of both the verbal and visual 
modes is strongly (but oppositely) related to the order of 



presentation of topics in the system (Table 4). Earlier 
we found a distinct difference in frequency of accessing 
different topics (Table 2). In combination, these 
findings suggest that the verbal mode is used in the first 
instance, and thus most often if a topic is not revisited. 
Subsequent accesses, which result in higher number of 
accesses, are used to experiment with other modes –
mainly the visual one. 

 

Table 4. Proportion of pages accessed in  
different modes across different topics 

Of all sessions in which this topic was accessed, 
proportion of: 

 

 

Topic: visual 
only 
mode 
used  

neutral 
only 
mode 
used  

verbal 
only 
mode 
used  

mixed 
only 
mode 
used 

1 0.15 0.20 0.06 0.59 

2 0.14 0.22 0.06 0.58 

3 0.08 0.26 0.08 0.57 

4 0.10 0.20 0.11 0.59 

5 0.08 0.18 0.10 0.63 

6 0.09 0.23 0.13 0.55 

 

These findings strongly suggest that users typically start with the 
first topic, and probably in a verbal mode. This would be the 
rational choice to make, since users are preparing for a verbal task 
(namely, the exam that they have to take). They need to be able to 
transfer learned concepts to written answers. The fact that a 
smaller proportion of pages seemed to be accessed in verbal mode 
for topics 1 and 2 is likely a dilution effect; the longer a user 
spends accessing pages in the system, the more switching is likely 
to occur and the more pages are explored in different modes. This 
dilution effect is evidenced by the preferential drop-off shown by 
users in Table 2. The high proportion of pages accessed in the 
visual mode for topics 1 and 2 indicates a relatively long session 
time, when users look at these pages in more than one mode. If a 
user is looking a small number of topics, the main determinant 
behind switching is the relatively large number of pages (as 
discussed in section 5.2) and hence this overrides the small 
negative effect shown in the regression coefficients for number of 
topics, in Table 3. 

The reason behind this switching is unlikely to be found in 
learning style preference, as discussed above. Two possible 
interpretations remain. One is that switches reflect attempts to 
escape from boredom; the other could be a tendency to be as 
complete as possible in perusing all available material to the 
extent that available time allows one to do so. Particularly in view 
of the regression findings reported in Table 3, we find the first of 
these interpretations to be the most plausible one.  

5.4 Perspective of individual page accesses 
Finally, we also looked at the data from the single-access 
perspective, i.e. units of analysis are thus the separate accesses of 
all pages, across all sessions (n=4535).  

From the data, there seemed to be a slight preference for visual 
and neutral pages over verbal ones, but this was not very strong 
(see Table 5 below). 

 

Table 5. Percentage of pages accessed in  
different modes 

Mode: 
Percentage of pages 

accessed (%): 

Visual 36.6  

Neutral 37.2 

Verbal 26.1 

 

However, Chi-square testing revealed a highly significant 
difference in the mode choice between different topics (χ2=45.4, 
p<0.000, df=12), with visual pages becoming less popular in later 
topics and verbal ones becoming more popular (see Table 6). 

 

Table 6. Percentage of pages accessed in  
different modes across each topic 

Percentages of pages (%) in each mode: 
Topic: 

visual mode neutral mode verbal mode 

1 38.3 36.1 25.6 

2 37.3 39.1 23.5 

3 33.6 42.5 23.9 

4 34.2 37.1 28.6 

5 35.9 32.7 31.4 

6 29.7 38.8 31.5 

 

This is consistent with the findings discussed in Section 5.3. 
There is nothing to suggest that earlier topics are more suited to 
visual representation than later ones, although this data could 
suggest that visual data takes longer to process, or scan, and are 
hence maybe accessed less when students are running short of 
time (which is more often the case when they access the last 
couple of topics –see also our discussion in sections 5.2 and 5.3). 

There were no significant correlations between mode choice and 
whether a page is accessed early or later in a session (the sequence 
number), or whether it is accessed for the first time or in a repeat 
access during a session (correlations are r=0.04 and r=0.01 
respectively, too weak to be of any importance). 



Thus our analyses from this last perspective confirm the findings 
of previous analyses and failed to produce new insights, although 
it is important to appreciate that this last view could have yielded 
new relationships that had not yet been seen. It also reinforces our 
tentative conclusion that mode choice and mode switching are not 
motivated by learning styles, but that the hidden rationality behind 
mode switching is alleviation of boredom. 

5.5 Summary of findings 
From these statistical analyses, we find little evidence of mode 
choice and switching being driven by preferences for learning 
styles or by user characteristics. We find equally little evidence 
for page characteristics being influential in choice of mode or in 
switching between modes of presentation. 

However, we do find strong suggestions that mode switching is 
driven by a probabilistic process that operates uniformly across 
sessions, topics, pages and periods of time, and that such 
switching functions as an escape from boredom. There is also 
some evidence that initial usage of the system is done in verbal 
mode – conceivably related to the fact that the subsequent test is a 
verbally structured task – and that other modes are used if 
sufficient time is available to access pages repeatedly. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
This study has shown how statistical analysis of web log data can 
be used as a generic technique for investigating the hidden 
rationality of mode-switching behaviours contained within them. 
Log data has the advantage of being easy to obtain, whilst not 
being contaminated by the subjective bias that is all too common 
in some human-based studies. 

The data is also not prejudiced by the Hawthorne effect, a 
phenomenon whereby the very act of observing something alters 
its behaviour [13]. Since users are not explicitly observed, they 
are not aware of any “special treatment” and hence the data is far 
more likely to be impartial. 

This is a powerful approach for revealing hidden patterns in data 
sets. We hope in the future that this will prove a valuable tool in 
eliciting an understanding of user browsing behaviour. 
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